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Behavioural type systems ensure more than the usual safety guarantees of static analysis. They are
based on the idea of “types-as-processes”, providing dedicated type algebras for particular properties,
ranging from protocol compatibility to race-freedom, lock-freedom, or even responsiveness. Two
successful, although rather different, approaches, are session types and process types. The former
allows to specify and verify (distributed) communication protocols using specific type (proof) sys-
tems; the latter allows to infer from a system specification aprocess abstraction on which it is simpler
to verify properties, using a generic type (proof) system. What is the relationship between these ap-
proaches? Can the generic one subsume the specific one? At what price? And can the former be used
as a compiler for the latter? The work presented herein is a step towards answers to such questions.
Concretely, we define a stepwise encoding of aπ-calculus with sessions and session types (the sys-
tem of Gay and Hole [4]) into aπ-calculus with process types (the Generic Type System of Igarashi
and Kobayashi [6]). We encode session type environments, polarities (which distinguish session
channels end-points), and labelled sums. We show forward and reverse operational correspondences
for the encodings, as well as typing correspondences. To faithfully encode session subtyping in pro-
cess types subtyping, one needs to add to the target languagerecord constructors and new subtyping
rules. In conclusion, the programming convenience of session types as protocol abstractions can
be combined with the simplicity and power of theπ-calculus, taking advantage in particular of the
framework provided by the Generic Type System.

1 Introduction

This work is a contribution to the understanding of the relationship between two different type disciplines
for concurrent processes, aiming as well at compiling one into the other (considering thus the specific
session constructors asπ macros).

Session types [5, 12] are an increasingly popular technique for specifying and verifying protocols in
concurrent and distributed systems. In a setting of point-to-point private-channel-based communication,
the session type of a channel describes the sequence and typeof messages that can be sent on it. For
example

S= & 〈service :?[int] . ! [bool] . end,quit : end〉

describes the server’s view of a channel on which a client canselect eitherservice or quit. In the former
case, the client then sends an integer and receives a boolean; in the latter case, the protocol ends. From
the client’s viewpoint, the channel has a dual type in which the direction of messages is reversed:

S=⊕〈service : ! [int] .?[bool] . end,quit : end〉

Session types provide concise specifications of protocols and allow certain properties of protocol imple-
mentations to be verified by static type-checking. The theory of session types was developed in order to
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analyse a particular correctness criterion for concurrentsystems: that every message is of the type ex-
pected by the receiver, and that whenever a client selects a service, the server offers a matching service.

The generic type system (GTS, from now on) of Igarashi and Kobayashi [6] is a different approach
to type-theoretic specifications of concurrent systems: from a single generic type system for theπ-
calculus [10, 11], inferring a generic type abstracting thebehaviour of the process, it is possible to
enforce specific properties by varying certain parameters.Their motivation is to express the common
aspects of a range of type systems, enabling much of the work of designing typing rules and proving
type soundness to be packaged into a general theory instead of being worked out for each case. In the
generic type system, types are abstractions of processes, so that the typing rules display a very direct
correspondence between the structure of processes and the structure of types. There is also a subtyping
relation, which can be modified in order to obtain specific type systems; this allows, for example, a
choice of retaining or discarding information about the order of communications. A logic is provided in
which to define anok predicate that is interpreted both as a desired runtime property of processes and as a
correctness condition for typings. This double interpretation allows a generic type soundness theorem to
be proved, but means that type checking becomes more like model checking unless the specific subtyping
relation can be exploited to yield an efficient type checkingalgorithm.

GTS vs. session types. There is no doubt today of the usefulness of session types: expressing protocols
as type abstractions and verifying statically their implementations is very relevant in a society of ubiquit-
ous computing. Process types, instead, are somehow more “low-level” and are supported by powerful
type systems able of ensuring a wider range of behavioural properties. Therefore, it would be beneficial
to use process types as an executable intermediate languagefor sessions-based ones.

Kobayashi [7, Section 10] has stated that GTS subsumes session types, although without presenting a
specific construction or giving a precise technical meaningto the term “subsumes”. It is clearly possible,
within GTS, to define a type system similar to session types inthe sense that types specify certain allowed
sequences of messages. A somewhat different question, which we aim to answer in the present paper, is
whether a specific existing system of session types can be reproduced within GTS.

Related work. Kobayashi’s paper also defines an encoding ofπ-calculus with session types intoπ-
calculus with a linear type system [8] and record types, and observes that with this encoding, subtyping
for session types [4] arises from the standard subtyping rules for records. That encoding is interesting:
the target language is theπ-calculus with additional process constructs that are a good match for the
branching and selection operators of session constructorsand types.

Dardhaet al.[1] show an operational and a typing correspondence, proving the correctness of Kobay-
ashi’s encoding, and illustrate its robustness by testing it with respect to session subtyping, polymorphism
and higher-order communication. Concretely, the target language is theπ-calculus with boolean and vari-
ant values and with a case constructor; the types contain linear, variant, and product types. Session type
duality is captured by passing opposite capabilities in linear channel types, and the linearised (or linearly
sequential) behaviour of a session is enforced by passing ineach communication a fresh channel where
the subsequent communications of the session should take place. Not surprisingly, branching is encoded
using the case constructor and branch and select types are encoded using variant types. Naturally, session
subtyping coincides with variant subtyping.

Demangeon and Honda [2] study a subtyping theory for aπ-calculus augmented with branch and
select constructors (obtaining thus a fully abstract encoding of a session calculus). In the case of this
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work, the source and target languages are quite close.

How to encode session types in process types, using GTS, is less obvious; the types are more general
and powerful, and the process language is simpler — just synchronousπ, i.e., has no extra features. Our
aim is two relate the two different behavioural type disciplines as they were defined, without adding extra
features to the target language. This is relevant to the design of programming languages for distributed
systems. For example: if one wants to design a distributed object-oriented language with static typing of
protocols, can one work directly with session types insteadof developing an object-oriented formulation
of process types, and “compile” (features of) the language into GTS?

Results. We assume that “GTS subsumes session types” means defining a translationJ·K from pro-
cesses and type environments in the source language into GTS, satisfying as many of the (usual) fol-
lowing conditions as possible: (1) the encoding function should be compositional; (2)JPK should have
a similar structure toP (the encoding should be uniform); (3) there should be a correspondence in both
directions between the operational semantics, ideallyP−→Q if and only if JPK−→ JQK; (4) there should
be a correspondence in both directions between typing derivations, ideallyΓ ⊢ P if and only if JΓK⊲ JPK;
(5) type soundness for session types follows from the GTS type soundness theorem.

Defining a translation between the languages, enjoying the above properties, is the aim of this paper.
We start by introducing the calculi under study: the next section presents the source and the target
languages (syntax and operational semantics), and Section3 presents the types and type systems of both
languages. Then, we address three key issues: (1) translating the polarities in the source language:x+

andx− refer to the two endpoints of channelx (Section 4); (2) translating the labels used in branching
and selection— external and internal choice (Section 5); (3) comparing the subtyping disciplines of the
source and the target languages (Section 6). Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper, summarising the
achievements, contributions, and future work.

For all encodings hold forward and reverse operational correspondences, as well as typing corres-
pondences. The encodings respect the properties identifiedabove, do not restrict neither the source nor
the target language, and the operational correspondences are as much as possible independent of the
type system. Due to space limitations, we do not present herein the failed attempts to define the transla-
tions with the envisaged properties, nor proofs (which, however, are all straightforward inductions over
reduction rules and typing rules; the difficulty was in formulating the definitions).

2 Languages

We take the source language to be the version of session typesdefined by Gay and Hole [4]. This
language usesπ-calculusν to establish sessions, instead of specialaccept/request primitives [5, 12],
and does not consider progress properties [3]. Also, we remove recursive types, for simplicity, and we
make some changes to the structural congruence relation, toavoid inessential differences compared with
GTS. From now on we refer to the source language — the polarized monadicπ-calculus — assession
processesand to the target language — the polyadicπ-calculus — asgeneric processes. The source
language is monadic, for simplicity, but the target language is polyadic by demand of the encoding.1

The languages share several common process constructors: inaction, parallel composition, scope
restriction, and replication. There are two differences. First, in session processes, channels are decorated
with polarities, which are absent from generic processes, and processes only synchronise when channel

1The syntax and the (static and dynamic) semantics of the source and target languages are taken from [4] and [6].
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Choice-free source language (synchronous monadicπ-calculus with polarities):

Choice-Free Session Processes H,J ::= 0 | (H |J) | (νx)H | ∗H | xp?[y] .H | xp! [yq] .H

Polarities p,q ::= + | − | ε

Full source language: addsbranchingandselection.

Session Processes P,Q ::= 0 | (P |Q) | (νx)P | ∗P | xp?[y] .P | xp! [yq] .P | xp ⊲{l i : Pi}i∈I | xp ⊳ l .P

Full target language (synchronous polyadicπ-calculus with mixed guarded sums):

Generic Processes P::= 0 | (P |Q) | (νx)P | ∗P | ∑i∈I Gi

Guarded Processes G::= x! [ỹ] .P | x?[ỹ] .P

Figure 1: Syntax of the source and the target languages

names have complementary polarities. Second, session processes have constructors forbranch, an input-
labelled external choice, andselect, to choose a branch of the choice. Generic processes insteadhave
mixed guarded sums (but no labels), and input and output actions are decorated witheventstaken from a
countable set. Since these tags are only relevant for properties like deadlock-freedom, which we do not
address herein, we omit them.

Syntax. Considerx,y,z from a countable setV of channels. Assume thatI is a non-empty finite
indexing set. The source and target languages are inductively defined by the grammars in Figure 1. As
usual, ˜x abbreviates a sequencex1 · · ·xn andν x̃ abbreviatesνx1 · · ·νxn, for somen≥ 0.

To illustrate the session language, we present a simple example that we incrementally develop, using
it throughout the paper to also clarify aspects of the encodings. To have a more “realistic” example,
we assume available in the languages basic numerical values, boolean expressions and boolean types.
These are not in the syntax (which is minimal, following the principle of Occam’s razor), but can be
straightforwardly added without affecting the encodings.

The following code, parameterised on channelx, implements the service branch of the server referred
to in the introduction:

serviceBody(x)
def
= x?[i] .x! [i = 3] .0

The complete server, containing code to implement bothservice andquit, is below (the code forquit is
trivial).

server(x)
def
= x⊲{service : serviceBody(x), quit : 0} (1)

A client first selects one of the two options — in this case,service — and then follows the corresponding
protocol. The definition is parameterised on channelx.

client(x)
def
= x⊳ service .x! [3] .x?[b] .0

In a complete system, the client and server will be instantiated with opposite endpoints of a common
channel:

server(c+) | client(c−)
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Common rules (for session and generic processes):

P→ Q
(R-RES)

(νx)P→ (νx)Q
P→ Q

(R-PAR)
(P | R)→ (Q | R)

P� P′ P′ → Q′ Q′ � Q
(R-SP)

P→ Q

Consider aduality function on polarities, defined as follows:+=−, −=+, andε = ε .
Channel communication in session processes:

(xp?[z] .P | xp ! [yq] .Q) → (Q[yq/z] | Q) with p,q 6= ε (R-S-COM)

Labelled communication in session processes:

(xp ⊲{l i : Pi}i∈I | xp ⊳ lk .P) → (Pk | P) if k∈ I and withp 6= ε (R-S-COMLAB)

Communication in generic processes:

((· · ·+x?[z̃] .P+ · · ·) | (· · ·+x! [ỹ] .Q+ · · ·)) → (P[ỹ/z̃] | Q) (R-G-COMM)

Figure 2: Reduction rules for processes

This configuration is reached by one participant — in this example, the client — creating the common
channel and sending one endpoint to the other participant. The channelz on which this initial commu-
nication takes place is defined by(νz) at the top level.

system
def
= (νz)((νc)z+ !

[
c+

]
. client(c−) | z−?[x] . server(x)) (2)

Operational semantics. Let both languages be equipped with a structural pre-order (denoted�), along
the lines of that of the generic processes, inductively defined by the rules in Figure 10 (Page 109), where
P≡ Q stands forP� Q andQ� P.

The computational mechanism of the languages is a reductionrelation on processes, inductively
defined by the rules in Figure 2. The axioms usesubstitutionof polarized names for unpolarized names
in processes. The definition is standard, renaming bound variables if necessary in order to avoid capture:
P[yp/x] denotes the substitution ofyp for the free occurrences ofx in P, andP

[
ỹp/x̃

]
denotes the sim-

ultaneous substitution of the polarized channels inỹp for the respective free occurrences of the channels
in x̃ in P (assuming|x̃| = |ỹp|, where|x̃| denotes the length of the sequence ˜x of channels). Recall that
the operators of the languages which introduce bindings arerestriction and the input actions. Letfn(P)
denote the set of channels occurring free inP.

3 Types and Type Systems

We define now the type systems of both languages, and summarise the results for each system.
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Session Types S::= end | ?[S1] .S2 | ! [S1] .S2 | & 〈l i : Si〉i∈I | ⊕〈l i : Si〉i∈I

Typing Environments ∆ ::= xp1
1 : S1; . . . ;xpn

n : Sn, n≥ 0

Assume thatI is a non-empty finite indexing set. Consider a countable set of labelsl ,m, l1, etc, dis-
joint from the set of channels. In a branch type& 〈l i : Si〉i∈I and in a select type⊕〈l i : Si〉i∈I , consider
all labels pairwise disjoint. Lettlbs(S) denote the set of all labels occuring at top level in a ses-
sion type:tlbs(& 〈l i : Si〉i∈I ) = tlbs(⊕〈l i : Si〉i∈I ) = {l i | i ∈ I} andtlbs(S) =∅ in the remaining cases.

Consider aduality function on session types, defined as follows:

end= end, ?[S2] .S1 = ! [S2] .S1, ! [S2] .S1 =?[S2] .S1,

& 〈l i : Si〉i∈I =⊕
〈
l i : Si

〉
i∈I , and ⊕〈l i : Si〉i∈I = &

〈
l i : Si

〉
i∈I

A typing environment is a mapping from polarised channels into session types. A balanced typing
environment requires∆(x+) = ∆(x−) whenever{x+,x−} ⊆ dom(∆). The following rule defines a
transition relation on balanced typing environments.

∆,xp : & 〈l i : Si〉i∈I ,x
p : ⊕

〈
l i : S′i

〉
i∈I

x,lk−−→ ∆,xp : Sk,x
p : S′k if k∈ I (RST-COMM)

Finally, the rules below inductively define the type system of the source language.

∀xp ∈ dom(∆),∆(xp) = end
(T-NIL )∆ ⊢ 0

⊢ P (T-REP)
⊢ ∗P

∆1 ⊢ P1 ∆2 ⊢ P2 (T-PAR)
(∆1+∆2) ⊢ (P1 |P2)

∆,x+ : S,x− : S⊢ P
(T-NEW)

∆ ⊢ (νx)P

∆,xp : S1,y : S2 ⊢ P
(T-IN)

∆,xp :?[S2] .S1 ⊢ xp?[y] .P

∆,xp : S1 ⊢ P
(T-OUT)

((∆,xp : ! [S2] .S1)+yq : S2) ⊢ xp ! [yq] .P

∀i ∈ I ,(∆,xp : Si ⊢ Pi) (T-OFFER)
∆,xp : & 〈l i : Si〉i∈I ⊢ xp⊲{l i : Pi}i∈I

k∈ I l = lk ∆,xp : Sk ⊢ P
(T-CHOOSE)

∆,xp : ⊕〈l i : Si〉i∈I ⊢ xp ⊳ l .P

Figure 3: Types and typing rules for session processes

Session types. Figure 3 defines the syntax of session types and type environments, and the correspond-
ing typing rules. Several rules use the+ operation on type environments (Definition 3.1). This operation
is defined for a type environment and a typed identifier, and then extended inductively. It is a partial
operation, and if it occurs in a rule then definedness of the operation is an implicit hypothesis of the rule.

Definition 3.1 (from [4]) 1. Let∆,xp : S=∆, if xp : S∈∆, and∆,xp : S=∆∪{xp : S}, if xp /∈ dom(∆).
Otherwise the operation is undefined.

2. Consider p6= ε . Let ∆+ xp : S= ∆,xp : S, if {xp,xε}∩ dom(∆) = ∅; let ∆+ xε : S= ∆,xε : S, if
{x+,x−,xε}∩dom(∆) =∅. Otherwise the operation is undefined.

One easily concludes that the system presented in Section 2 as Process (2) is well-typed:⊢ system. More
interesting is the typing of the process below the restrictions:

z+ : ! [S] .end,z− :?[S] .end,c+ : S,c− : S⊢ z+ !
[
c+

]
. server(c+) | z−?[x] . client(x)
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Process Types Γ ::= 0 | ∗Γ | (Γ1 |Γ2) | (Γ1 & Γ2) | ∑i∈I γi

Guarded Types γ ::= x! [τ ] .Γ | x?[τ ] .Γ | t .Γ
Tuple Types τ ::= (x̃)Γ

Assume thatI is a non-empty finite indexing set. The tuple type binds the channels (variables)
x̃ in Γ. The definition of the set of free channels inΓ (denotedfv(Γ)) is then straightforward. A
tuple or process type isclosedif it contains no free channels. A typing environment is a process type.

Let S⊆ V . Consider thatx↓S is x if it occurs in S and is t otherwise. Then the operation↓S

is defined homomorphically on closed tuple and process types, except in the following case:
((x̃)Γ)↓S= (x̃)Γ↓S∪x̃. Moreover,Γ↑S= Γ↓V \S.

Generic subtyping relation: base rules.

(Γ |0)≃ Γ (SUB-NIL ) (Γ1 |Γ2)≃ (Γ2 |Γ1) (SUB-COMM) ∗Γ ≃ (Γ | ∗Γ) (SUB-UNFOLD)

(Γ1 | (Γ2 |Γ3))≃ ((Γ1 |Γ2) |Γ3) (SUB-ASSOC) (Γ1&Γ2)≤ Γi(i ∈ {1,2}) (SUB-ICHOICE)

Γ ≤ Γ′

(SUB-REP)
∗Γ ≤ ∗Γ′

Γ ≤ Γ′

(SUB-ABS)
(x̃)Γ ≤ (x̃)Γ′

Γ ≤ Γ′

(SUB-RESTRICT)
Γ↓S≤ Γ′↓S

Γ ≤ Γ′

(SUB-SUBS)
Γ [ỹ/x̃]≤ Γ′ [ỹ/x̃]

Γ1 ≤ Γ′
1 Γ2 ≤ Γ′

2 (SUB-PAR)
(Γ1 |Γ2)≤ (Γ′

1 |Γ′
2)

Generic subtyping relation: additional rules.

∗0≃ 0 (SUB-INACT) Γ ≃ t .Γ (SUB-TPREF) Γ↓V |Γ↑V ≤ Γ (SUB-DIVIDE )

∀i ∈ I ,γi ≤ γ ′i (SUB-CHOICE)
∑i∈I γi ≤ ∑i∈I γ ′i

Generic typing rules:

(T-NIL )
0⊲0

Γ⊲P (T-REP)
∗Γ⊲∗P

Γ1⊲P1 Γ2⊲P2 (T-PAR)
(Γ1 |Γ2)⊲ (P1 |P2)

Γ′ ⊲P Γ ≤ Γ′

(T-SUB)Γ⊲P

Γ1 |Γ2⊲P {ỹ}∩ fv(Γ1) =∅
(T-IN)

x?[(ỹ)Γ2] .Γ1⊲x?[ỹ] .P

Γ1⊲P
(T-OUT)

x! [(ỹ)Γ2] . (Γ1 |Γ2 [z̃/ỹ])⊲x! [z̃] .P

∀i ∈ I ,γi ⊲Gi (T-CHOICE)
∑i∈I γi ⊲∑i∈I Gi

Γ⊲P ok(Γ↓x̃) fv(Γ↑x̃)∩{x̃}=∅
(T-NEW)

Γ↑x̃ ⊲ (ν x̃)P

Figure 4: Types, subtyping and typing for generic processes
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τ1 ≤ τ2 (RPT-COMM)
(x! [τ1] .Γ1 |x?[τ2] .Γ2) → (Γ1 |Γ2)

t .Γ → Γ (RPT-EVT)

Γ → Γ′
(RPT-PAR)

(Γ |Γ1) → (Γ′ |Γ1)

Γ1 ≤ Γ′
1 Γ′

1 → Γ′
2 Γ′

2 ≤ Γ2
(RPT-SUB)

(Γ1 |Γ2) ≤ (Γ′
1 |Γ′

2)

Figure 5: Reduction on process types

where the session typesSandSare defined in Section 1.

Gay and Hole [4] proved Type Preservation and Type Safety (noerrors in well-typed processes).
Appendix A presents the results adapted to the setting we useherein (Theorems A.2 and A.3).

Generic types. GTS is parameterized by a subtyping relation and a consistency condition on types:
instantiating them yields a particular type system, ensuring a given (safety) property on processes. These
“generic” conditions occur in the typing rules. Type soundness results depend on the particular semantic
property on processes one is interested in. We present thus the particular subtyping relation and consist-
ency predicate used in this work: Figure 4 defines the syntax of generic process types, and presents the
rules defining the subtyping and the typing relations. Most constructors are fairly standard in process
algebras: ‘*’ stands for replication, ‘&’ for internal choice, ‘+’ for external choice, and ‘t’ for a synchon-
isation event. The subtyping relation≤ is the preorder satisfying the rules presented in the figure,where
Γ1 ≃ Γ2 if Γ1 ≤ Γ2 andΓ2 ≤ Γ1.

Since types are themselves processes, one needs to define an operational semantics to describe their
evolution. LetΓ [ỹ/x̃] denote the simultaneous capture-avoiding substitution ofthe channels in ˜y for the
respective free occurrences of the channels in ˜x in Γ. Reduction on process types is inductively defined
by the rules in Figure 5. Write→∗ for the reflexive and transitive closure of→.

The process types that “behave correctly” are those that arewell-formed.

Definition 3.2 (from [6]) A process typeΓ is well-formed, writtenWF(Γ), if wheneverΓ →∗ (x![τ1] .
Γ1 |x?[τ2] .Γ2 |Γ3) thenτ1 ≤ τ2 holds.

To ensure particular conditions on the behaviour of processtypes, GTS introduces the notion of
consistency predicate. It uses the auxiliary notion of non-active process type, inthe form of aNULL
predicate.

Definition 3.3 (from [6]) LetNULL(Γ) hold if Γ has no subprocess input or output guarded. A predicate
ok on process types is aproper consistency predicateif it is preserved by reduction, ifok(Γ) thenWF(Γ),
and ifok(Γ) andNULL(Γ′) thenok(Γ |Γ′).

The particular consistency condition we are interested in is linearity: a process type has no parallel
sends or receives on a given channel.

Definition 3.4 A process typeΓ is linear, written LIN(Γ), if WF(Γ), if Γ →∗ (x![τ1] .Γ1 |Γ2) implies
Γ2 6→

∗ (x![τ2] .Γ3 |Γ4), and ifΓ →∗ (x?[τ1] .Γ1 |Γ2) impliesΓ2 6→
∗ (x?[τ2] .Γ3 |Γ4).

Lemma 3.5 LIN(Γ) is a proper consistency predicate.

Igarashi and Kobayashi proved Subject Reduction — as processes evolve “their” (well-formed) pro-
cess types evolve accordingly — and, as a corollary, a property preservation result relating properties on
processes and on process types: letp be an invariant predicate on processes and consider anok predicate
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Let ϕ be a name translation function. The translation of processes is defined by the following axioms
(herep, q may be+, − or ε), assuming the namesu andv fresh, being homomorphic in the cases
omitted.

Jxp! [yq] .PKϕ = Jxp! [yq]Kϕ . JPKϕ Jxp?[y] .PKϕ = Jxp?[y]K(u,v)ϕ . JPKϕ+{y7→(u,v)}

J(νx)PKϕ = (νu,v)JPKϕ+{x7→(u,v)}

The translation of prefixes is defined as follows, wherep,q 6= ε .

Jxp! [yq]Kϕ = ϕ p(x)!
[
ϕq(y),ϕq(y)

]
Jxp ! [y]Kϕ = ϕ p(x)!

[
ϕ+(y),ϕ−(y)

]

Jx! [yq]Kϕ = ϕ−(x)!
[
ϕq(y),ϕq(y)

]
Jx! [y]Kϕ = ϕ−(x)!

[
ϕ+(y),ϕ−(y)

]

Jxp?[y]K(u,v)ϕ = ϕ p(x)?[u,v] Jx?[y]K(u,v)ϕ = ϕ+(x)?[u,v]

Figure 6: Process translation

that is its correspondent on process types; a consequence ofSubject Reduction is that, if a process type
typing a given process satisfies anok predicate, the process satisfies the invariantp (Theorem A.5 in
Appendix A). Hereafter,LIN(Γ) is ourok predicate.

The counterpart of an error session process is a generic process with an arity mismatch or with races
(parallel sends or receives on the same channel).

Definition 3.6 (Error process) A generic process P isan error, if one of the three conditions below hold.

1. Whenever P≡ (ν x̃)(x?[z̃] .P1 | x![ỹ] .P2 |Q) it is the case that|z̃| 6= |ỹ|;

2. P≡ (ν x̃)(x![z̃] .P1 | x![ỹ] .P2 |Q);

3. P≡ (ν x̃)(x?[z̃] .P1 | x?[ỹ] .P2 |Q).

The counterpart of session type safety is simply linearity and the absence of arity mismatches. Lin-
earity implies the absence of races, as ensured usually by session types; the definition of well-formedness
(Definition 3.2 above) implies no arity mismatches, allowing however a channel to change its arity after
a reduction step. The predicateLIN states these conditions on process types: in the original process and
after each reduction step, there are no parallel sends or receives on the same channel nor arity mismatches
(this last condition resulting fromLIN being a consistency predicate — Lemma 3.5).

To ensure that well-typed generic processes are type safe, it suffices to show that absence of errors
in generic processes (an invariant property) corresponds to LIN. The result is a corollary of a theorem
proved by Igarashi and Kobayashi.

Proposition 3.7 (Resulting from Theorem 5.1 of [6]) If Γ⊲P andLIN(Γ) then P is not an error.

4 Encoding Polarities

The first question in defining a translation from session processes to generic processes is how to represent
polarities. It is easy to see that a non-trivial encoding is necessary. Simply erasing polarities would lead
to reductions in the target language that are not possible inthe source language; this is clear from R-S-
COM and R-G-COM. We do not restrict the encoding to well-typed processes, aswe want to show that it
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Let ϕ be the mapping from names to pairs of names, introduced in Figure 6.
ConsiderLSM = (u,v)Jy : SK{y7→(u,v)}∪ϕ , whereu, v, andy are fresh.

q
{xp1

1 : S1, . . . ,x
pn
n : Sn}

y
ϕ =

q
xp1

1 : S1
y

ϕ | · · · | Jxpn
n : SnKϕ

Jxp : endKϕ = 0

Jx : ! [S1] .S2Kϕ = ϕ−(x)! [LS1M] . Jx : S2Kϕ Jx :?[S1] .S2Kϕ = ϕ+(x)?[LS1M] . Jx : S2Kϕq
x+ :?[S1] .S2

y
ϕ = ϕ+(x)?[LS1M] .

q
x+ : S2

y
ϕ

q
x− :?[S1] .S2

y
ϕ = ϕ−(x)?[LS1M] .

q
x− : S2

y
ϕq

x+ : ! [S1] .S2
y

ϕ = ϕ−(x)! [LS1M] .
q
x+ : S2

y
ϕ

q
x− : ! [S1] .S2

y
ϕ = ϕ+(x)! [LS1M] .

q
x− : S2

y
ϕ

Figure 7: Type environment translation

is possible to define a translation where the session types system and an instance of GTS yield the same
classification of typable processes.

The translation guarantees an operational and a typing correspondence. To state the former in the
reverse direction, we need to restrict the result to well-typed processes.

To simplify the presentation in this section we consider only choice-free (i.e., non-branching, using
only sequence and parallel) processes and types.

The process translation function maps each free name of the process into two new target names,
according to the rules in Figure 6. The translation uses aname translation(partial)functionϕ from names
to pairs of names. Writeϕ+ andϕ− for the compositions ofϕ with the first and second projections,
respectively. We requireϕ+ andϕ− to be injective and have disjoint images. Whendom(ϕ) anddom(ψ)
are disjoint, we writeϕ +ψ to denote the union of the name translation functionsϕ andψ (otherwise,
this operation is undefined).

To illustrate this encoding, consider the processsystem (Process 2 in Page 98). The encoding of the

process is below, consideringϕ def
= {x 7→ (t,u)},χ def

= {z 7→ (v,w)},ψ def
= {c 7→ (d,e)}.

JsystemK
∅

= (νv,w)
q
(νc)z+ !

[
c+

]
. client(c−) | z−?[x] . server(x)

y
χ

= (νv,w)((νd,e)w! [d,e] .
q
client(c−)

y
χ+ψ) | w?[t,u] . Jserver(x)Kϕ+χ

Thus, the communication betweenz+ andz− becomes a communication onw.

The forward operational correspondence between source and target reduction steps is one-to-one.
Let P be a choice-free session process andϕ be a name translation function.

Lemma 4.1 1. If p 6= ε thenJP[xp/y]Kϕ = JPKϕ+{y7→(ϕ p(x),ϕ p(x))}

2. JP[x/y]Kϕ = JPKϕ+{y7→(ϕ+(x),ϕ−(x))}

Theorem 4.2 If P −→ Q thenJPKϕ −→ JQKϕ .
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The type translation (in Figure 7) maps sequential session types to generic (choice-free) process
types. Let us first present an example. Considering

∆ def
= {c+ :?[int] . ! [bool] . end,c− : ! [int] .?[bool] . end}

we have∆ ⊢ c?[i] .c! [i = 3] .0 | c! [3] .c?[b] .0. Then,

Γ def
= J∆Kψ =

q
{c+ :?[int] . ! [bool] . end}

y
ψ |

q
{c− : ! [int] .?[bool] . end}

y
ψ

= d?[int] .e! [bool] .0 | d! [int] .e?[bool] .0

It is easy to check that the encoded system is typable with theencoding of the type environment (i.e.,
Γ⊲JsystemKψ ). However, the generic process type no longer captures the flow of the protocol, as the two
steps (exchanging first an integer and then a boolean) happennow on different channels. If one thinks of
a process with (possibly long and complex) sessions, one understands that the encoding produces a large
number of new channels, requiring a partial order on them to exibit the flow of the protocol that is clear
in each session type.

The reverse operational correspondence requires typing: a communication between, for example,
send onx− and receive onx, does not reduce in the source language (and is ill-typed) but translates into
a reduction in the target language.

Theorem 4.3 Let P be a well-typed choice-free session process and letϕ be a name translation function.
If JPKϕ −→ Q then there exists P′ such that P−→ P′ andJP′Kϕ = Q.

Typing correspondence. We show a correspondence in both directions between typing derivations.
Let P be a choice-free session process and letϕ be a name translation function. We state first complete-
ness and then soundness.

Theorem 4.4 If ∆ ⊢ P for some balanced∆, thenJ∆Kϕ ⊲ JPKϕ andLIN(J∆Kϕ).

The converse of completeness does not hold. For example, take P= ∗0. ThenJx+ : endK⊲ J∗0K, but
it is not the case thatx+ : end ⊢ ∗0.

Theorem 4.5 If Γ⊲ JPKϕ andLIN(Γ) then∆ ⊢ P, for some balanced∆.

Note thatΓ must be linear, otherwise, consideringϕ(x) = (u,v), we have(u! [] |u! []) ⊲ (u! [] | u! []),
whereas(x+ ! [] | x+ ! []) is not typable as a session process.

5 Encoding labels

Figure 8 extends the translation of processes to include labelled sums (branch) and selectors. We translate
the labels occuring in a branch process as fresh names that are sent to the translation of the corresponding
select process; the latter, in turn, selects its desired branch outputing on the name corresponding to the
label. We use a functionσ to map the labels to the fresh channels.

To translate the select process, we need typing information(an environment typing the process) to
know how many labels the corresponding branch has. That is the number of parameters of the channel
which is waiting for the fresh names created by the other end-point to represent the labels.
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Let ∆ be a typing environment.

Extend the translation of prefixes with the following rules,wherep 6= ε .

Jxp ⊳ lK∆
ϕ = ϕ p(x)?[λ1 . . .λn] , where{λ1 . . .λn}= tlbs(∆(xp)), with n≥ 0

Jx⊳ lK∆
ϕ = ϕ+(x)?[λ1 . . .λn] , where{λ1 . . .λn}= tlbs(∆(xp)), with n≥ 0

Extend the translation of processes with the following rules, wherep ∈ {+,−,ε}. For all i ∈

{1, . . . ,n} let {λ1 . . .λn}∩ fn(Pi) = ∅, and let∆ x,li
−→ ∆i. Let σ(l) = λ j where∆(xp) = ⊕〈l i : Si〉

n
i=1

andl = l j .

Jxp⊳ l .PK∆
ϕ = Jxp ⊳ lK∆

ϕ .σ(l)! [] . JPK∆i
ϕ

q
x+ ⊲{l i : Pi}

n
i=1

y∆
ϕ = (νλ1 . . .λn)ϕ−(x)! [λ1 . . .λn] .∑n

i=1 λi?[] . JPiK∆i
ϕ

q
x− ⊲{l i : Pi}

n
i=1

y∆
ϕ = (νλ1 . . .λn)ϕ+(x)! [λ1 . . .λn] .∑n

i=1 λi?[] . JPiK∆i
ϕ

Jx⊲{l i : Pi}
n
i=1K

∆
ϕ = (νλ1 . . .λn)ϕ−(x)! [λ1 . . .λn] .∑n

i=1 λi?[] . JPiK∆i
ϕ

Figure 8: Process translation for branch and select

The illustrate the idea, we encode now theserver (process 1). Recall thatϕ def
= {x 7→ (t,u)} and

χ def
= {z 7→ (v,w)}, S= & 〈service :?[int] . ! [bool] . end,quit : end〉, and

∆ def
= {x+ : ?[int] . ! [bool] . end,x− : ! [int] .?[bool] . end}. Consider now∆′ def

= {x+ : S,x− : S} and let the
functionσ associate the labelsserviceandquit with the channelsserviceandquit. Then,

q
server(x+)

y∆′

ϕ+χ = (νservice,quit)u! [service,quit] .

(service?[] .
q
serviceBody(x+)

y∆′

ϕ+χ +quit?[] .0)

Forward operational correspondence. We no longer have a one-to-one correspondence between re-
duction steps, because communication on a label in the source language is translated into two commu-
nications.

Theorem 5.1 Whenever P−→ Q, thenJPK −→n JQK with n= 1 or n= 2.

Reverse operational correspondence. This must also take into account the extra reductions involved
in communication of labels. The second case in the theorem describes the intermediate configuration
between the two reduction steps corresponding to communication of a label.

Theorem 5.2 Let ∆ ⊢ P with ∆ balanced and letϕ be a name translation function. IfJPK∆
ϕ −→ Q then

there exists∆′ and P′ such that P−→ P′ and eitherJP′K∆′

ϕ = Q or Q≡ (νλ̃ )Q1 and Q1 → Q2 ≡ JP′K∆′

ϕ .

Notice that, by Subject-Reduction,∆′ is balanced and∆′ ⊢ P′.
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Let ϕ be the mapping from names to pairs of names, introduced in Figure 6.
ConsiderLSM = (u,v)Jy : SK{y7→(u,v)}∪ϕ , whereu, v, andy are fresh.
For all i ∈ {1, . . . ,n} let {λ1 . . .λn}∩ fn(Pi) =∅.

q
x+ : & 〈l i : Si〉

n
i=1

y
ϕ = ϕ−(x)! [λ1, . . . ,λn]∑n

i=1 λi?[LSiM] .0
q
x− : & 〈l i : Si〉

n
i=1

y
ϕ = ϕ+(x)! [λ1, . . . ,λn]∑n

i=1 λi?[LSiM] .0
Jx : & 〈l i : Si〉

n
i=1Kϕ = ϕ−(x)! [λ1, . . . ,λn]∑n

i=1 λi?[LSiM] .0
q
x+ : ⊕〈l i : Si〉

n
i=1

y
ϕ = ϕ+(x)?[λ1, . . . ,λn]&n

i=1λi !
[
LSiM

]
.0

q
x− : ⊕〈l i : Si〉

n
i=1

y
ϕ = ϕ−(x)?[λ1, . . . ,λn]&n

i=1λi !
[
LSiM

]
.0

Jx : ⊕〈l i : Si〉
n
i=1Kϕ = ϕ+(x)?[λ1, . . . ,λn]&n

i=1λi !
[
LSiM

]
.0

Figure 9: Type environment translation

Typing correspondence. Figure 9 extends the translation of typing environments to branching types.
Error processes in the full session language must now take into account the possibility of a selector
“asking for” a non-existing label in a branching offer:

if P≡ (ν x̃)(xp ⊲{l i : Pi}i∈I | xp ⊳ l .Q | R) then eitherl = lk andk /∈ I or {x+,x−}∩ fn(R) 6=∅.

The ok predicate is still simplyLIN. Theorems 4.4 and 4.5 have corresponding versions for the
full calculi: a session process is well-typed if and only if its encoding is well-typed in anok typing
environment. In the following results, letP be a session process and letϕ be a name translation function.

Theorem 5.3 (Completeness)If ∆ ⊢ P thenJ∆Kϕ ⊲ JPK∆
ϕ andLIN(J∆Kϕ).

Theorem 5.4 (Soundness)Let ∆′ be a balanced session type environment. IfΓ⊲ JPK∆′

ϕ andLIN(Γ) then
∆ ⊢ P, for some balanced∆.

6 Subtyping correspondence

Subtyping is an essential ingredient of the theory of session types. Originally proposed by Gay and
Hole [4], it has been widely used in other session-based systems, with subject-reduction and type-safety
holding. We now discuss how to represent session subtyping in GTS.

Safe substitutability. Notice that subtyping in session types means less branching(‘&’) and more
choice (‘⊕’). This basic principle conforms to the “safe substitutability principle” of Liskov and Wing [9].
However, the principle has no counterpart in process types:although the internal choice axiom follows
the principle, the rule for external choice (‘+’) does not allow changing the number of arguments of the
operation (Appendix B presents the subtyping relations on session types and on generic process types).

It is thus not surprising that the encoding presented in the previous section does not preserve subtyp-

ing. LetS1
def
= & 〈l1 : end〉 andS2

def
= & 〈l1 : end, l2 : end〉; we haveS1 6 S2, but the encoded types are not

related:

LS1M = (u,v)v! [l1] l1! [LendM] .0 6≤ (u,v)v! [l1, l2] (l1 ! [LendM]& l2! [LendM]) .0= LS2M
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The problem is twofold: (1) the subtyping relation on process types does not allow changing the sequence
of names sent on an output; (2) session subtyping means less branching, but process subtyping on choice
does not allow to change the number of summands.

To achieve an encoding guaranteeing a typing correspondence one would have to “compensate”
subtyping, always passing all labels occurring at top levelin the branch process of a given channel.
Consider

∆ def
= {x+ : & 〈l1 : end〉 ,x− : ⊕〈l1 : end〉} andP

def
= (x+ ⊲{l1 : 0, l2 : 0} | x− ⊳ l1 .0)

Note that∆ ⊢ P. To avoid breaking the typing correspondence, instead of encoding∆ andP independ-
ently, if one encodes the typing judgement then the encodingof ∆ needs to take into account all the
labels of the branch offered byx+. It is easy to get an encoding preserving and reflecting typability, but
actually, the idea presented removes subtyping. The interesting question is whether an encoding in GTS,
capturing the session type subtyping discipline, exists ornot.

Variant subtyping. A straightforward way of faithfully representing session subtyping in GTS is to
extend the language of processes with labelled values and a case constructor, and the language of types
with variants (as done by Dardhaet al. [1] and by Demangeon and Honda [2]). Using the usual rules of
variant subtyping ([11]) one gets a sound and complete encoding.

7 Conclusions

We have defined a translation from a system of session types for theπ-calculus into Igarashi and Kobay-
ashi’s generic type system (GTS). We have proved correspondence results between process reductions in
the two systems, and between typing derivations; we can alsoapply the generic type soundness theorem.

Therefore, the translations clarify the relationship between session types and GTS, and provide an
interesting application of GTS, which can thus be used to support analysis techniques for sessions.

A preliminary version of this work was presented at PLACES’08 (but was not published). The trans-
lations presented in that work were more complicated (usingforwarders) and did not consider subtyping.

Achievements. The encodings are a contribution: although encodings in process calculi have been
thoroughly studied, the two aspects presented herein are novel: we are not aware of other investigations
on how to encode polarities or labels (as constants) in calculi without such constructs. Our proposals
may be used in other contexts.

The translation of branching and select types in the presence of subtyping reveals a difficulty: the
protocol of sending the labels of the branch type to then offer a choice does not respect the generic
process subtyping discipline. This is because the encodingof labelled choice requires the labels to be
passed as fresh names; however, as subtyping does not allow changing the length of the sequence of
names passed, session types related by subtyping are translated into unrelated process types. Even if
the labels are passed one by one (as in the encoding of polyadic into monadicπ-calculus), the encoded
session types would not be related by subtyping; they may, nonetheless, be related by simulation.

We do not see how to achieve a correspondence between subtyping in session types and process
types, but we leave the possibility of proving a negative result for future work.

An encoding using records (or a case constructor) and variant types in the target language is, however,
simple to achieve, as done by Dardhaet al. [1] and by Demangeon and Honda [2].
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Assessment. In our opinion, the translation into GTS stresses that session types themselves remain of
great interest for programming language design. Dardhaet al. reached similar conclusions. There are
several reasons for that.

First, session types are a high-level abstraction for structuring inter-process communication [12];
preservation of this abstraction and the corresponding programming primitives is very important for
high-level programming. The translation of a session type into a process type produces a less informative
type: the global specification of behaviour is lost.

Second, there is now a great deal of interest in session typesfor languages other than theπ-calculus.
Applying GTS would require either translation intoπ-calculus, obscuring distinctive programming ab-
stractions, or the extension of GTS to other languages, which might not be easy (apart from adding the
constructors required for subtyping).

Third, proofs of type soundness for session types are conceptually fairly straightforward, even when
these are liveness properties, as is frequently the case. The amount of work saved by using the generic
type soundness theorem is relatively small. It may, however, be possible to use treatments of deadlock-
freedom in the generic type system as a basis for understanding how to combine session types and
deadlock-freedom more directly.

Fourth, for practical languages we are very interested in typechecking algorithms for session types;
GTS does not yield an algorithm automatically, so specific algorithms for session types need to be de-
veloped in any case.

Fifth, the subtyping principles of session types, which provide flexibility both for programming and
for typing, are not easily captured in a subtyping relation on “plain” process types.

In short, session constructors and session types are encodable in process types, and one may use the
power of GTS to represent and reason about session specifications. As future work, we plan to investigate
concrete analysis techniques for sessions based on GTS.
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(S-END)
end6 end

S1 6 S′1 S2 6 S′2 (S-IN)
?[S1] .S2 6?[S′1] .S

′
2

S′1 6 S1 S2 6 S′2 (S-OUT)
! [S1] .S2 6 ! [S′1] .S

′
2

I ⊆ J ∀i ∈ I ,Si 6 S′i (S-BRANCH)
& 〈l i : Si〉i∈I 6 & 〈l i : S′i〉i∈J

J ⊆ I ∀i ∈ J,Si 6 S′i (S-CHOICE)
⊕〈l i : Si〉i∈I 6⊕〈l i : S′i〉i∈J

Figure 11: Subtyping for session types

∆,xp : S1,y : S′2 ⊢ P S2 6 S′2 (T-IN)
∆,xp :?[S2] .S1 ⊢ xp?[y] .P

∆,xp : S1 ⊢ P S′2 6 S2
(T-OUT)

(∆,xp : ! [S2] .S1)+yq : S′2 ⊢ xp ! [y]q .P

I ⊆ J ∀i ∈ I ,(∆,xp : Si ⊢ Pi) (T-OFFER)
∆,xp : & 〈l i : Si〉i∈I ⊢ xp⊲{l i : Pi}i∈J

Figure 12: Session typing rules with subtyping

Γ ≤ Γ′

(SUB-OUT)
x! [τ ] .Γ ≤ x! [τ ] .Γ′

Γ ≤ Γ′

(SUB-IN)
x?[τ ] .Γ ≤ x?[τ ] .Γ′

Figure 13: Generic subtyping relation: additional rules for input and output

• If P≡ (ν x̃)(xp?[z] .P1 | xp! [yq] .P2 | Q) then{xp :?[T] .S,xp ! [T] .S,yq : T}⊆∆, x̃ : T̃ , and moreover,
if p ∈ {−,+} then{x+,x−}∩ fn(Q) =∅.

• If P ≡ (ν x̃)(xp ⊲{l i : Pi}i∈I | xp ⊳ l .Q | R) then p∈ {−,+}, l ∈ I and{x+,x−}∩ fn(R) =∅.

On generic processes.

Definition A.4 (Correspondent properties) An invariant predicate p on processescorrespond toa con-
sistency predicateok on process types, if wheneverok(Γ) andΓ⊲P then p(P) holds.

Theorem A.5 (Adapted from Theorem 4.1.2 of [6])Let some invariant p on processes correspond to
anok predicate. IfΓ⊲P andok(Γ), then p(Q) holds for every Q such that P→∗ Q.

B Subtyping

Subtyping on session types. Recall the subtyping relation on session types (in Figure 11). Gay and
Hole proved that subtyping is a preorder.

To incorporate subtyping into the source language, we modify the rules (T-IN), (T-OUT), and (T-
OFFER). The new versions of these rules are in Figure 12.

Subtyping on process types. We extend the subtyping relation of the target language to take into
account subtyping in input and output process types. The newrules are in Figure 13. It is simple to
check that the relation is still a preorder.
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